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How to Wind the Hand Loom & Weave a Tally or Cluny Leaf 
by Georgia Seitz 

 

I first encountered "cluny" or "petal" in Aunt 

Ellen's "Tatting Handbook" A Treasury of 

Techniques and Projects (a Workbasket 

publication). 

 

Many were the times that I would wrap my hand 

for the loom, stick my tongue in the left side of 

my cheek and give it a try. Personally, I called it 

"death grip tatting". Eventually I was able 

to manage it but my first attempt at a real motif 

using cluny tatting was less than perfect. 

 

 

 

Place the previously complete work in the pinch. 

Bring the ball or shuttle 2 thread across the middle 

finger and ring finger and back down to the pinch.  

Allow a loop of thread to dangle down below the pinch; 

(place a space holder or hackle pliers on the loop to 

prevent premature closing. 

Bring the thread back up and across the ring finger and 

anchor it to the little finger with a few ties or wraps. 

Take up shuttle 1 (or the tatting needle) and begin to 

weave the leaf. One pass is a complete trip from the 

right to the left and back to the right. The pattern will 

designate the number of wraps. 

Take the shuttle to weave over/under/over to the left, 

then under/over/under back to the right.  

Use the point of the shuttle/needle or a crochet hook to 

move the thread tightly down to the point. 

Make the leaf get a little wider at the center then taper 

off again. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Take the tatting off the hand or loom and lay it on 

the table. In order to close cluny carefully 

There will be one thread going to shuttle one (red in 

photo), one thread going to the ball or shuttle 2 

(white.) 

There will be a lower loop and an upper loop. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Grasp the left side of the lower loop and 

pull down until the upper loop is gone 

 

Next grasp the ball thread and 

pull up until the lower loop disappears 

 


